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TEN Climate Reasons  

to Defeat Ford 

CLIMATE CRIMES
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Conclusion
Everyday, the alarms of our ‘code red’ world ring louder. But also growing louder are 
the voices of those who are demanding urgent and decisive action in response to the 
climate emergency. 

We know what has to get done. 

We need to make electric power more affordable and provide substantial subsides to 
families shifting off fossil fuels. We have to shift home heating and cooling from fossil fuels 
to electric based systems. We need to update building codes to improve energy efficiency 
and conservation. We need to encourage more transit and fewer cars, shift from gas 
powered vehicles to electric cars, eliminate gas-fired electrical plants, preserve and protect 
natural ecosystems, promote sustainable cities, create low carbon products, processes 
and the green jobs we desperately need. We need clear rules and enforceable rules to 
drive down the emissions from big emitters and we need to invest heavily in renewable 
energy. We need to advance the cause of climate justice and build a just transition with 
income guarantees and job commitments for workers and their communities. And we need 
to respect and honour the rights and sovereignty of Indigenous Peoples. 

None of these climate actions are possible with a Ford Conservative government.

Big money on bad choices
The Ford government is spending a great deal of money. In the lead up to the 
election there will be even more fiscal stimulus and cash handouts. But Ford is 
committing spending on mostly the wrong projects. His government’s spending will 
deepen the climate crisis. He has already announced 

  $2,800,000,000 to buy 3 gas fired energy plants.

  $1,300,000,000 in electricity pricing breaks for big business electricity users.

  $26,000,000,000 to refurbish nuclear plants

  $6,000,000,000 for highway 413

  $1,000,000,000 for Ring of Fire highway

  Ontario’s share of $27,000,000,000 for Small Modular Reactors

  Over $230,000,000 to rip up 750 green energy contracts

  $234,000,000 gas line expansion subsidy to Enbridge.
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Ford’s reckless spending on gas-fired electrical generation, costly nuclear, and 
sprawl-producing highways, will eliminate room for public expenditure on green 
renewable energy, public transit, better health care and desperately-needed 
affordable housing.

If those monies were used to respond to the climate emergency and to peoples’ 
needs Ontario and our future would be more secure.

Leaving Nobody Behind
The climate crisis cannot be solved by a business-as-usual approach to the economy, 
nor to governance. The urgent calls for dramatic and decisive climate action cannot 
be taken up in isolation from the equally urgent calls for social justice and economic 
reform. Efforts to effectively prevent climate chaos will necessarily involve a set of 
transitions with reverberations across our world:  

  A transition in our relationship with Indigenous Peoples. 

  An energy transition.

  An economic transition.

  A social and climate justice transition, and 

  A transition in our relationship with the natural world.

These transitions will not happen without confronting and curtailing the economic 
clout of fossil fuel companies and shifting the focus of governments from supporting 
the marketplace and investors to addressing the climate crisis and supporting 
families and their communities. 

The massive transformations occasioned by the shift away from fossil fuels to a low 
carbon economy will require unprecedented government leadership and a ‘whole of 
society’ commitment. There will be disruptions and dislocations and there will be new 
and better job and income opportunities. 

There are hundreds of thousands of workers in sectors where GHG emissions 
have to be drastically curtailed and eliminated. Reducing GHG emissions in these 
industries will require re-tooling, new processes and products and restructuring.  
Workers directly employed in the affected sectors together with those who are 
employed in related industries need clear assurances, income guarantees and job 
commitments. The Ford government has no plans, programs or strategy to address 
the needs of these workers. (Link to Climate Crime #33)

In planning the transition out of a carbon-intensive economy, while building an 
inclusive and sustainable economy, we need to ensure a broad, just transition that: 

https://seniorsforclimateactionnow.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/SCAN-Climate-Crime-33-2022-04-08.pdf
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   protects, supports and provides opportunities for those currently 
employed in affected industries, and the communities where they live. 

   addresses Indigenous Peoples concerns and the needs of those in 
racialized communities as well as marginalized communities, and  

   addresses the needs of those in resource dependent and remote 
communities, low-income families, and all those who are affected by the 
climate emergency and our actions to prevent climate breakdown. 

Ontario does not have a credible climate plan. It doesn’t have a climate 
adaptation plan. It doesn’t have a just transition plan. In this climate emergency 
WE CAN’T AFFORD FORD.


